Subject: Installation of aggregate / cumulative 84.0MWp Grid Connected Rooftop Projects in the State of Delhi– In-principal approval reg.

This is with reference to your letter no. F.11(69)/2014/Power/17 dated 18.01.2016, wherein you have submitted a request for installation of 84.00 MWp of Grid Connected Solar Rooftop Projects in Delhi. The In-principle approval of the Ministry is conveyed for allocation of aggregate capacity of 84MWp to Department of Power, Govt. of NCT of Delhi with estimated CFA of Rs. 194.67Crore (30% CFA).

2.1 Department of Power, Govt. of NCT of Delhi will follow all the terms and conditions stipulated in the Administrative approval of the above mentioned programme no. 03/88/2015-16/GCRT dated 04.03.2016 and as amended time to time.

2.2 All projects will be installed as per minimum technical requirements/standards for SPV systems/plants given in sanction no. 30/11/2012-13/NSM dated 26th June 2014 in vogue and amended time to time.

2.3 Only indigenously manufactured PV modules will be used in the project.

2.4 For according financial sanctions/release, the specific project proposals in programme/project mode (with tentative list only) will be submitted in the prescribed format online through SPIN software/hardcopy as given in the website of MNRE (www.mnre.gov.in) along with request for financial sanctions and release of CFA with justification in tranches.
2.5 Department of Power, Govt. of NCT of Delhi will ensure the connectivity of Grid Connected Solar Rooftop projects as per regulations notified by SERC with DISCOMs. In case the relevant policy/regulation is already there the same may be mentioned with reference.

3.0 Department of Power, Govt. of NCT of Delhi will firm up the prices through transparent process and the maximum CFA will be limited to as per provision of the scheme based on the benchmark cost or the cost arrived through transparent process whichever is less.

4.0 Proper metering arrangement may be incorporated so that the generation data from the proposed grid connected solar rooftop projects will be available.

5.0 The subsidy pattern as enclosed vide letter no. 03/88/2015-16/GCRT dated 04.03.2016 or amended as per time to time should be followed.

6.0 This "in-principle" approval is being given in advance for preliminary preparations.

7.0 You are therefore requested to take all necessary actions for implementation of above grid connected solar rooftop projects in NCT of Delhi.

With regards,

Yours faithfully,

Veena Sinha
Director

Phone: 011-24362706

Encl: As above.

Copy for information to:

1. Shri Rakesh Kumar, Director (PS), Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI), (A Govt. of India Enterprise), D-3, A Wing, 1st Floor, Religare Building, District Centre, Saket, New Delhi-110017

2. Director, NIC, MNRE for uploading in SPIN.